ROLLING THUNDERCHIEF
Captain Dan Cherry rolls in on a target,
in a detail from Harley Copic's painting
Thunder Over the Red River. Cherry's
Republic F-105D carries 750-pound
M117 bombs, which under certain
conditions could explode prematurely
due to their fuzes' design.
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WHEN BOMBS BEGAN EXPLODING PREMATURELY OVER VIETNAM,
KILLING AIRCREWS, THE CAUSE WAS TRACED TO FAULTY FUZES, BUT
MORE WOULD DIE BEFORE A SOLUTION WAS FOUND BY JOHN LOWERY

THE PROBLEm OF AIRCREWS BElnG KILLED B~
PREmATURE B□mB UET□nATIOn BEGAn EARL~
mTHE VIETnAm WAR.
DANGER CLOSE

Bomb-laden F-105s
refuel from a Boeing
KC-135 tanker before
heading to North
Vietnam. In November
1965, Captain William
Miller's Thunderchief
was destroyed by a
fuze-related premature
bomb detonation as
he approached a
KC-135 to refuel.
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The first known instance occurred on November
12, 1965, when Captain William Miller was flying a Republic F-105D on a mission to North
Vietnam. His flight of four Thunderchiefs was
still over T hailand and the six 750-pound Ml 17
bombs he was carrying should have been secure.
Captain Miller was killed instantly when
the proximity-fuzed bombs exploded as he approached a Boeing KC-135 tanker to refuel. The
M 188 variable-time proximity fuzes were supposed to arm only after being released from the
bomb rack. But somehow one of the World War
II- era fuzes had become armed before release.
Then, as the fighter-bomber closed on the tanker,
the small radar beam emitted by the fuze on one
of the bombs detected the aircraft and detonated.
The fuzes were then temporarily withdrawn from
service to determine the cause.
The 4525th Fighter Weapons Wing at Nellis Air
Force Base in Nevada was tasked with identifying

the problem. The project was assigned to Captain
John Morrissey, who conducted the tests that subsequently revealed the reasons behind the accident.
The first thing Captain Morrissey discovered
was that the proximity fuzes had been designed
during WWII for internal carriage by B-1 7 and
B-24 bombers. In fact, the applicable technical
order dated from the early 1940s. If carried externally- as they were on the F-105Ds- they were
limited to a maximum speed of 240 mph (204
knots). Yet the bombs were typically carried by
F-105s at airspeeds of 550 knots or greater.
Until the advent of the Vietnam War, the United
States' national military policy had emphasized
"mutually assured destruction," with atomic
weapons as a deterrent. Consequently, development of new modernized conventional weapons lagged badly. In essence, the U.S. Air Force's
Mach 2- capable fighters were forced to carry leftover WWII bombs and fuzes simply because there

was nothing else available. As Lt. Col. Billy Sparks
reported, "They were very old and had a problem with detonation if dropped any distance, even
without fu zes installed."
The proximity fuze was designed to detonate
the bomb in the air to suppress anti-aircraft fire
over a wide area. These old fuzes were armed by a
clock-like mechanism after a set number of turns
of a small propeller located on the fuze 's nose, with
the arm-time set prior to departure. Once armed,
the bomb detonated when the fuze 's small radar
unit detected anything that would reflect a radar
beam- a ground target or, in Miller's case, the
KC-135 tanker.
Only limited quantities of these WWII leftovers
were available. Despite official denials to Congress
by Secretary of Defense Robert McNamara, the
supply of M 117 bombs was also critical. In fact,
as the war heated up in the spring of 1966, when I
served as an F-105D pilot with the 333rd Tactical
Fighter Squadron of the 335th Tactical Fighter
Wing, we completely exhausted the supply. The
war reserve munitions stockpiles on G uam had
been purged- barged out to sea and dumped- to
save on storage costs. Consequently, the Department of Defense was forced to purchase replacements from the reserve stockpiles of allied nations.
And despite continuing U.S. losses to anti-aircraft
fire, for several weeks we flew fighter-bomber
missions into h eavily defended North Vietnam
armed only with the airplane's 20mm cannon.

Morrissey's subsequent flight tests with the
M 188 proximity fuzes immediately identified the
problem. It involved a combination of both high
airspeed and the safety wire used to restrain the
small arming propeller. Normally the fuze 's safety
wire was pulled when the bomb released. This
freed the propeller to spin and arm the proximity
fuze. But at the high speeds typical of the F-105D,
the fuze safety wire sometimes vibrated and broke,
allowing the propeller to spin and arm the bomb
prior to release. Once the cause of the premature
detonation was identified, the fuzes were modified
to make the bombs safe to carry.

BOMBING UP
Top: A crew chief
poses with the six
750-pound bombs
loaded on an F-1 OS's
centerline multiple
ejector rack. Above:
Sergeant Anthony
DeBerardinis installs
fuzes on M117 bombs
carried by a McDonnell
F-4E of the 347th
Tactical Fighter Wing.

nfortunately, the problem was larger
than just one mishap and one type of
fu ze. In November 1967, th e McDonnell F-4 Phantom- equipped 366th Tactical Fighter Wing, located at Da Nang Air Base
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TECH NOTES

PROXIMITY FUZES
The M188 variable-time (VT) nose fuze that caused Captain Miller's
accident was similar to the M166 (below) . The long-delay electric
FMU-35 fuze (bottom) proved problematic to the F-4 Phantoms of
the 366th Tactical Fighter Wing based at Da Nang, South Vietnam.
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NEW CHALLENGE
Korean War ace Frederick "Boots" Blesse, the
366th Wing's director of operations, was told
"sometimes you get losses like those in combat."

in South Vietnam, lost eight aircraft and 16 crewmen in rapid succession. At first the losses were
attributed to a so-called "golden BB" hit- wherein
the aircraft rolled into a dive and was hit by a lucky
shot from anti-aircraft fire, then exploded, leaving
no survivors. (Medal of Honor recipient Captain
Lance P. Sijan did survive a bomb explosion on
his F-4, and despite being severely wounded he
ejected successfully, only to be captured later and
die of his untreated wounds as a POW.)
Consequently, the wing's director of operations,
Colonel Frederick C. "Boots" Blesse, attempted
to stop all bombing missions to investigate the
problem. "But we had no proof that anything was
wrong," wrote Blesse in his book Check Six, adding, " ... we were told 'sometimes you get losses like
those in combat."'
Blesse described a "Skyspot" mission that ultimately provided the clue needed to resolve the
problem. When a target was covered by clouds,
ground-based Skyspot radar was used to vector a
flight of four or more fighters to a point at which
a countdown was started by the radar controller.
Then, in close formation, upon command from
the controller, all aircraft released their bombs
simultaneously.
On this occasion, however, a hurry-up vector to
the release point had left the flight's second element- ships three and fou r--spread out by several hundred yards. As the flight leader's bombs

released, crew members in the second elem ent
saw one of the leader's bombs explode a few feet
beneath the aircraft. This destroyed both aircraft
in the lead element and killed all four crewmen .
Only now they knew where to look for the cause of
these heretofore unexplained losses.
Th e problem involved the newly introduced
long-delay electric FMU-35 fuzes. Something was
causing them to activate prematurely. Yet incredibly, despite now having eyewitnesses, the leadership
in higher headquarters didn't agree. T hus, because
the wing didn't have anything else, aircrews were
ordered to continue using the new fu zes. But the
order didn't say the bombs had to be armed. So,
Blesse had subsequent missions launched with the
bombs unarmed, and the losses stopped immediately. Sometime later these fuzes were withdrawn
and replaced by the improved FMU-72 .
In 1968 the Air Force accepted for testing the
new electrically actuated FMU-5 7 proximity fuze,
destined to replace the obsolete fu ze that had
cost Miller his life. It was designed specifically to
counter the surface-to-air missile and anti-aircraft
fire that was taking a heavy toll on U. S. fighters.
Testing of the new proximity fu zes was assigned
to the Operational Test and Evaluation (OT&E)
section of the 4525th Fighter Weap ons Wing
at Nelli s AFB. Again , C aptain Morrissey was

appointed th e proj ect office r. The wing had just
received 36 fu zes from the manufacturer, Saunders Industries, for test and evaluation. Because
the new fu zes were urgently needed in Southeast
Asia, to exp edite the approval process H eadquarters Tactical Air Command allowed the use of
live munitions for the tests ratl1er than inert shapes.
Using live bombs, M orrissey had already dropped
more than half of them successfully when the tests
were interrupted by his deployment to Southeast
Asia as team leader of a munitions introduction
team for a related proj ect. In his absence, another
member of the OT&E section, M aj or Robert L.
Chastain, was assigned to complete the tests.
On D ece mb e r 1 7, 1968, M ajor Ch as tain
resumed the fuze testing. The mission of the twoship flight ofF-105Ds was to complete the evaluation of these modernized electric proximity fuzes.
Each aircraft was loaded with six M 11 7 bombs.
Chastain, a recent graduate of the Air Force
Aerospace Research Pilot School, was flying the
number-two position on Major John 0 . Rollins
II's wing. With the call-sign "Winder Flight," they
departed at IO a.m. and approximately five minutes later entered the Nellis Range III weapons
complex. Th e six bombs on each aircraft were
set to be dropped individually. To ensure the safe
sep aration of the aircraft from the bomb blast,

PREFLIGHT CHECK
Colonel Robin Olds,
commander of the 8th
Tactical Fighter Wing,
inspects the M117
bombs on his F-4C
prior to a mission.
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GRIM TEST RESULT
Grainy film footage
(above) captures the
destruction of an
F-105D piloted by
Major Robert L.
Chastain (right) while
he tested a new
electric proximity fuze
at Nellis Air Force Base
in December 1968.
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each electrically activated fu ze had a safe-arm
time set for six seconds.
The test fuzes had been installed and inspected
by Air Force munitions specialists, th en checked
by Major Rollins and a representative of the fuze
manufacturer. The test plan called for a 30-degree
dive angle, with each bomb released at 4 70 knots
5,000 feet above the ground. Six single " hot"
passes were to be flown by each pilot against the
designated ta rget.
Rollins was first, and all six of his bomb drops
were normal. Th e only disc repancy involved a
bomb that was not an air burst but rather exploded
upon ground contact. (It would have been a dud
except for th e tail fu ze used as a safety measure.)
T hen it was Chastain's turn. His first pass was
a dry run to check bomb-release conditions. On
the second pass he toggled his first bomb but it
hung up momentarily, then released cleanly three
seconds late.
T hree minutes later, while being tracked by radar and a series of four movie cameras, Chastain
rolled in on his second hot pass. The Air Force accident report noted that this pass was normal in all
respects. Film footage showed the bomb released
normally, but just a few feet below the F-105D it
exploded, destroying the aircraft. M ajor Chastain's
body was found still strapped in his ej ection seat.
hen the 36 test fuzes had arrived at
Nellis for testing, OT&E section pilots
Morrissey and Major Guy Pulliam
immedi ately qu estioned their failsafe circuitry. There appeared to be a fatal failure
path that could lead to premature ignition. When
th ey visited Saunders Industries in H anscom

W

Field, M ass., for their initial briefing on the new
p roxi mity fu ze, they brought up their suspicions.
Subsequently they submitted a letter regarding
their concerns through the fighter weapons wing
to H eadquarters Tactical Air Command, then
ultimately to Air Force Systems Command and
the manufac turer. But Morrissey described th e
response they received as: "Leave the heavy intellectual lifting to us. You just drop the bombs."
T he first commandment for all bomb fuzes had
always b een that they would not arm until fa r
enough from the airplane to prevent damage if
they detonated. With this newly designed proximity fuze the internal battery was inert until a connector was pulled as the weapon released from the
bomb rack. T hen, upon battery rise, the proximity
fu ze was armed.
T he problem identified with the new fu ze was
that upon release a single failure in the wiring,
from faulty construction during manufacture or
damage from handling in the field, could cause it
to detonate as its internal battery came onlineapproximately three to four feet below the aircraft!
When Chastain was tasked with completing the

tests he was briefed on the possible design flaw.
And while he was fully aware of the urgency surrounding the new fuzes, his degree in geophysics
gave him uncommon insight into the design and
construction of the sophisticated electric proximity fuze he was to test.
In desperation Chastain and an unidentified
officer flew to Washington, D.C., and visited the
Pentagon. There they briefed their concerns to
USAF director of operations Maj. Gen. George
Simler, a fighter pilot and the former fighter weapons wing commander.
The two officers showed General Simler how,
upon release, there were two places where a short
or bad wiring could cause the fuze to function
instantaneously once the battery reached full voltage. Simler agreed in theory with them, but noted
that half of the fuzes had already been successfully
tested. Since there was nothing else available, he
overruled the two officers.
(It is worth noting that earlier, as a brigadier
general and deputy for operations of the 2nd Air
Division at Kadena Air Base on Okinawa, Simler
had complained in a secret letter to Headquarters
Pacific Air Forces about the lack of progress in
improving fuzes for general-purpose bombs used
on tactical aircraft. But now, as Headquarters
USAF director of operations, he was under severe
pressure from above to approve the new fuzes.)
As they departed Simler's office, C hastain re-

portedly turned and said, "Boss, you are wrong
about this, and I'll prove it if it kills me." They departed "mad as hell," according to Lt. Col. Sparks.
On the day of Chastain's accident, the cameras tracking his dive filmed the incident at 1,000
frames per second. This allowed documentation
of every six inches of bomb travel. Analysis of the
film showed that the second bomb he dropped
exploded four feet below the bomb rack. The project officers had been right, but had been ignored.
And Major Chastain died proving their point.
After redesign and testing by the Fighter
Weapons Center, the new fuze finally entered
service in 1973. Meanwhile great strides had been
made in both munitions and fuze design, including introduction of the "smart weapons" used so
effectively today.
The 4525th Fighter Weapons Wing officers
had spotted the problem and tried to be heard.
Despite being rebuffed, they doggedly continued
the tests. Until this mishap, however, both the aircrews and airplanes had been treated as "expendables." It was Major Chastain's dedication, integrity and bravery that ultimately saved many of us
from a similar fate. T

Korean and Vietnam war veteran John Lowery is the
author efLife in th e Wild Blue Yonder, which is
recommendedfor further reading, along with Check Six:
A Fighter Pilot Looks Back, by Frederick C. Blesse.
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An F-105D shows
off a max load of 16
750-pound bombs,
which was seldom if
ever carried in combat.

